DURATION: 5 NIGHTS / 6 DAYS

BRAHMAPUTRA RIVER CRUISES
ITINERARY: BRAHMAPUTRA EXPLORATION 7A
GUWAHATI – TEZPUR – KAZIRANGA NATIONAL PARK – GUWAHATI

Day 01
Arrival by noon at Lokapriya Gopinath Bordoloi
International Airport, Guwahati Assam.
Received by our representatives. If time
permits, we will drive to Nilachal Hill to see the
holy Maa Kamakhya Temple and city skyline
from top of the hill. Later transfer to vessel M.
V. MANASHPUTRA and boarding. Sail for an
hour or so to reach a deserted sand island for
mooring in the night. Dinner and Overnight
onboard near Guwahati.

Day 02
Early risers can watch the sunrise from the Sun
Deck while savoring a cup of freshly brewed
tea or walk laps on the Sun Deck before
heading to the delectable morning buffet
table. During breakfast, we will be cruising
through green valleys and blue hills. The
landscapes are unrepentantly poetic and
romantic. It’s a truly bracing experience, akin
to cruising on one of the greatest rivers of the
world. The vessel departs and cruises quietly
through the day, and finally takes us to a
deserted sand island for mooring. Today we
enjoy a bonfire and BBQ on the island. Dinner
and overnight onboard at deserted sand island
upstream Ganeshpahar.

Day 03
Another whole day sailing to reach near Singri.
During the day, we can participate in the Yoga
Classes, enjoy onboard game competitions, buy
mementos in the Memento Shop or can
participate in the Enriching Guest Lectures.
Evening, watch a Indian movie with subtitles / in
French language like Mahatma, the father of the
Indian Nation before finally going for dinner.
Dinner and overnight onboard near Singri.

Day 04
Morning we sail for another few hours to reach
the Tezpur, the town of magnificent scenic
beauty and exquisite archaeological ruins. Lunch
onboard while sailing. After lunch, we visit the
6th Century ruins of the door frame of DaParbatia temple, and the Cole Park.
Later drive to Silghat to reboard the vessel
(vessel has in the meantime moved to Silghat).
Dinner and Overnight onboard at Silghat.

Day 05
Today we rise very early and drive to the
Central Range of Kaziranga National Park
for an exciting Elephant Safari in the Park.
After safari, take breakfast in a Jungle
resort and proceed to a village (Mishing
Village). Here we take a small walk and
experience the life of a tribal village.
Later after lunch, we go for another
exciting safari in the Western Range of the
Park on Jeeps before finally returning to
the vessel at Silghat.
Today is the last night on the vessel. We
enjoy the farewell dinner with colourful
cultural dance performances by the local
artists and get introduced to the vessel
staff. A brief moment for sharing our
memories of the cruise.

Day 06
Morning after breakfast, transfer to
Guwahati by road to catch the evening
flight for the onward journey. Lunch inbetween while driving to Guwahati.
Tour Terminates…
PLESE NOTE : ITINERARY SUBJECT TO RIVER & WEATHER CONDITIONS; ELEPHANT SAFARI TO AVAILABILITY OF SEATS

